Notice To Shareholders - IPO Listing Postponed
April 6, 2020 - Vancouver, BC - Blanco Minerals Inc., the lithium mining company with ongoing projects in
Chile, Argentina and Mexico, today announces to our valued shareholders that we have indefinitely postponed
our previously announced initial public offering listing that was scheduled to take place on April 7, 2020.
The Board of Directors, Management and Underwriting Sponsors for the IPO listing elected to postpone the
listing as a result of unfavorable market conditions due to the COVID-19 crisis. Blanco Minerals will continue
to evaluate the timing for the IPO listing as the disease epidemic unfolds. The company intends for the IPO to
list at the earliest time when market conditions prevail in order to achieve the highly profitable outcome that
all parties involved believed would have occurred under normal circumstances.
" Due to the uncertainty and current weakness in the public markets caused by the coronavirus, we have made
the difficult decision that now is not the right time for Blanco Minerals to move forward with the IPO listing,"
stated Peter Ross, CEO of Blanco Minerals Inc. " We remain a very healthy company with a strong growth
strategy and have valuable financial backing from our investors and corporate partners," added Mr. Ross.
Mr. Ross also remarked, "to make things clear to our shareholders, Blanco Minerals will fulfill the strategy of
going public as soon as conditions are favourable, we have made the decision of a postponement as a means to
protect the investment of all our shareholders. Currently, it is too risky to go public and expose our investors
to the market uncertainties. We cannot give a timeframe for a new listing date right at this moment, it is a wait
and see situation but we intend to fulfill the promise of an IPO listing as soon as it is feasible."
Blanco Minerals Inc. will continue to provide all shareholders with information regarding the developments
and advancements relating to our ongoing lithium mining projects. As in the past, Blanco Minerals will
continue to have the company audited and revalued on a regular basis and our shareholders will be informed
of the results of each new financial valuation.

About the Company:
Blanco Minerals Inc. controls the Salar De Arena Rica Lithium Brine Project, located in the Atacama Region of Northern Chile, in a joint
venture partnership with SQM, The company also maintains a large lithium brine project in Jujuy Province in northwest Argentina.
Blanco Minerals Inc. is developing the largest lithium project in North America at Zacatecas State, Mexico.

For further information contact: investors@blancominerals.com
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